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Bugs are small, yet they have a slew of exotic powers. This alone puts kids on the side of bugs.

When they read about them, they can imagine having the same amazing skills. Of course, there is

always the gross-out factor to think about, too. Society has declared that bugs are gross, which

makes them instantly interesting to some children. Making insect-fearing parents squirm can be an

incentive to read all by itself.
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This was a decently long read, not too long or too short. It took me about 10 minutes, which means

there was plenty of content and actually interesting facts. As I sat and read this, I occasionally read

some out loud for my husband because I thought they were really interesting or I never knew them

before. It's good for kids learning entomology in school or just developing a passion for the creepy

crawly. The language is not TOO difficult, though there are some vocabulary specific words that

could use a dictionary for curious kiddos.After reading through this, I think I can use it in my ESL

classrooms to teach kids around age 9-12 more complicated and themed vocabulary. It has only a

few specialized words littered into otherwise very standard vocabulary, which may help kids



confidently pick up new words while learning about something that isn't language at the same time.

It's a good book for a short SSR (Sustained silent reading) session because it can fill up an

adequate amount of time without dragging on. The pictures are beautiful.My disappointments were

these:-I wish every species they pictured was labeled! The book was filled with very unique insects

of all types, and I'm sure kids would love to know the name of every single one. It might even make

them feel like a bug expert!-Because the pages were each artfully designed with a leaf background,

the text could not be highlighted and you couldn't look up the words. With kids from age 7-10, a lot

of these words may be difficult to know alone.I think this would make a beautiful book in print, and I

think the publisher should consider a few minor changes and then sending it off to print!

Adding my review of Bug Eyes: All Bugged Out as an ebook, so bare with me. I downloaded this

instantly from  after purchase, to my cell phone to use with my free kindle app on phone.

Unfortunately, my actual Kindle Fire was having difficulties and I could not download to it. So my

review is based on using a Samsung Galaxy S5 phone screen.Purchased Bug Eyes, All Bugged

Out as an ebook to read with my nephew who LOVES bugs! This is a fun and interesting book

about some of the bugs in the world. From mosquitoes to Dung Beetles, this book covers a lot of

ground. The information is given in small easy to read paragraphs that were fun for my nephew to

read aloud. Nicely written in a clear font, the text is easy to understand for any age. Some of these

bugs, I had never heard of, so we both learned some new information!The pictures in this book, are

actual photographs of each bug discussed. The photos are up close and personal with each bug,

full of clear detailed views. These pictures help link the text to the actual bug, and my nephew

oohed and aahed over each one, studying every detail of every picture closely. He LOVES bugs,

did I mention that? These photos are amazing!Overall, this is a fun and informative book about

many of the bugs found around the world. The text gives some details about each bug, and there is

an accompanying picture to go along with each bug mentioned. We enjoyed reading this book,

many times in the same day. My nephew could not get enough of it! Great book on bugs!I received

this ebook for free or a discounted price to offer my honest opinion concerning this ebook. My

review is based on my personal trial of this ebook. I understand the importance of an honest review

to help other consumers make an educated purchase. I hope you have found my review helpful.

I downloaded this book instantly from . This book has tons of interesting facts, a wealth of

information as well as great illustration. I thought this would be good to show pictures and read to

my 5 month old Grandson. So maybe that was a little young but he sure enjoys the pictures as they



are clear and colorful.I am really not that interested in bugs but I did find this book very interesting

and enjoyed reading the facts about all these different bugs that I never thought about. I also think

they did an excellent job of photographing each bug and giving a description without making the

description too long to lose my attention. I also love that it does keep my Grandson's attention for

quite awhile and I am quite sure he will enjoy it as he gets older even if he is not a fan of bugs. My

15 y.o. niece is staying with me for a few weeks and I really didn't think she would find this at all

interesting and she did! Enough that she went through the whole book and said she would give it 5

stars. As someone who does a lot of shopping on  and depends on other reviews to determine if I

will purchase certain items I will always leave an honest review myself. I received this book at a

discount for my honest and unbiased review.The pictures in this book, are actual photographs of

each bug discussed. The photos are up close and personal with each bug, full of clear detailed

views. These pictures help link the text to the actual bug, and my nephew oohed and aahed over

each one, studying every detail of every picture closely. He LOVES bugs, did I mention that? These

photos are amazing!Overall, this is a fun and informative book about many of the bugs found

around the world. The text gives some details about each bug, and there is an accompanying

picture to go along with each bug mentioned. We enjoyed reading this book, many times in the

same day. My nephew could not get enough of it! Great book on bugs!I received this ebook for free

or a discounted price to offer my honest opinion concerning this ebook. My review is based on my

personal trial of this ebook. I understand the importance of an honest review to help other

consumers make an educated purchase. I hope you have found my review helpful.
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